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ABSTRACT: 
Electronic Voting Machine (EVM) ZXXX is a gadget that is utilized to record vote. The present 

casting system used a ballot as opposed to doing it physically utilizing human asset to record and check cast 

a ballot. The numerous issues related with manual tallying of votes that it relentless, wrong and tedious. 

This makes the whole framework exceptionally wasteful. As casting a ballot is a touchy issue, bungle can 

prompt issues as expansive and entangled as political distress. The incapacitating impact that political 

turmoil can in the end prompt needs no portraying. Many countries can't stand to be held up in its monetary 

improvement because of mis-administration in voting. Then again, for a power starved countries, the hole 

among interest and supply of power stays vast. Over dependency on electronic gadgets for delicate purposes 

probably won't appear to be a practical alternative either. Be that as it may need, sustainable power source 

based frameworks can be the answer for handling such emergency. A sun based operated EVM tends to all 

the above concerns. This paper talks about in detail the structure of a sun based EVM model which is 

proficient and permits the client a help from the arduous demonstration of vote gathering and tallying. 

Besides, it likewise expels the blunders from the framework, since it is an advanced gadget. One of the 

greatest worries of EVM is the security framework which incorporates insider dangers, organize 

helplessness and difficulties to inspecting. To constrain these issues the model has been created with a three 

phase security encryption. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
Voting is a technique for a gathering, for example, a gathering or an electorate to settle on a choice 

or express an assessment, generally following discourses, discussions or decision battles. Law based 

countries choose holders of high office by casting a ballot. In a vote based system, a legislature is picked by 

casting a ballot in a decision: a route for an electorate to choose, i.e. pick, among a few possibility for 

standard. In an agent majority rules system casting a ballot is the strategy by which the electorate delegates 

its agents in its administration. In an immediate popular government, casting a ballot is the technique by the 

electorate straightforwardly decides, transform bills into laws, and so forth [1,2] Like a decent larger part of 

the countries on the planet, Bangladesh pursues vote based system, making casting a ballot a basic piece of 

our regular daily existences. Sadly, dissimilar to the created countries following majority rules system, 

political flimsiness infections tormenting this nation, ruining its monetary improvement. Two years back, 

Bangladesh's year begun with political disturbance when the restriction party dissented, requesting free and 

reasonable decisions. discussion encompassed the race. Thus, the economy is as yet enduring the worst part 

from numerous points of view. Numerous specialists, for example, The World Bank, Bangladesh Bank and 

so forth have anticipated the (GDP) to be lower than 6% which is much beneath the objective of 7.2% for 

FY 2014. [3] It is clear that the political shakiness has added to this circumstance. This country has endured 

drawn out political emergency since its commencement. Unnecessary to make reference to that decision is 

one of the significant reasons for the country's political flimsiness, the casting a ballot system being a 

fundamental piece of the races. Votes are thrown by natives by a casting a ballot framework. A casting a 

ballot framework comprises of an arrangement of tenets which must be pursued for a vote to be viewed as 
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legitimate, and how cast a ballot are checked and totaled to yield a last outcome. Distinctive casting a ballot 

frameworks have diverse structures for enabling the person to express his or her vote. In positioned vote 

casting a ballot framework, casted a ballot arrange the rundown of alternatives from most to minimum 

favored. In range casting a ballot, voters rate every alternative independently on a scale. In majority casting 

a ballot voters select just a single choice, while in endorsement casting a ballot they can choose the same 

number of as they need. [2] The most ordinarily rehearsed framework in Bangladesh is majority casting a 

ballot where the voter cast their votes by denoting their decision in a bit of paper and dropping the paper in a 

fixed box. This leaves an extensive window for blunder. Burglary of vote is amazingly, one more issues that 

the Bangladeshi Election Committee needs to confront each decision, regardless of whichever scale it be. 

Since the framework is pen and paper based, there remains a major extension for lawful offense. The vote 

tallying is likewise done physically and this permits space for human mistake. Because of this blunder, the 

race results are regularly tested. The anarchy that pursues prompts an across the country agitation. 

Distinctive types of EVM framework utilizing diverse techniques has been utilized far and wide dependent 

on their necessities. One of the generally utilized EVM frameworks is Diebold AccuVote-TS. In the 

November 2006 general decision, these machines were utilized in 385 nations speaking to more than 10% 

enlisted voters [7]. The machine contains a touch screen joined by a card peruser which the individual voter 

has subsequent to reaching the surveying officers. In any case, albeit acknowledged generally, ongoing 

examination demonstrates that thesystem contains various blemishes and ought not be utilized without 

further enhancements [8]. Another fascinating instrument for EVM framework is Biometric EVM in which 

as opposed to asking for individual distinguishing pieces of proof or passwords, the framework can identify 

singular fingerprints, confront, retina, DNA and so forth of a person for simple and advantageous check. 

The destinations of biometric acknowledgment are client comfort, better security and higher proficiency [9]. 

Be that as it may, the information obtained by people bio-recognizable proof through fingerprints and retinal 

outputs criminal examinations or other purposed without notice which damages the common right of a 

resident [10]. 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                           FIG1: BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 
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III. DESCRIPTION 

  This framework is utilized to build up an exceptionally anchored casting a ballot machine by 

making utilization of biometric framework i.e., unique mark module. In this framework the individual 

demonstrates his/her unique finger impression on the unique mark module. The microcontroller interfaced 

to unique mark module will check the individual's points of interest with that of in the memory. It permits 

casting a ballot through the keypad.  

 

On the off chance that the points of interest does not coordinate or on the off chance that the individual 

endeavors to cast a ballot on various occasions, the microcontroller will naturally gives a caution through a 

bell.  

The results of voting will be automatically updated into the GPRS for instant counting and also displayed on 

LCD. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
Fig2: Experimental Results at the time of initialization and working 

 
Fig3. SHOWING THE FINAL RESULTS OF POLLING 

V.CONCLUSION 

The goal of the task was to present a plan of an Electronic Voting Machine that utilizes punch card 

and secret word security. A three dimension secret word insurance was utilized in various stages. Sun 

oriented power was utilized as power source in the circuit to decrease reliance on the lattice framework. 

This decreases diminish the labor necessity for casting a ballot purposes. As surveying officers are not 

required for checking cast a ballot. This set-up is additionally exceptionally condition amicable as it utilizes 

sun based power and being computerized in nature does not require paper. The vote checking is moment, 

hence decreasing the deferral in distributing the outcome. As it keeps running on sun powered power it very 

well may be utilized in remote areas where there is no entrance to power. Besides, because of the casting a 

ballot system being electronic there is a huge decrease in blunders. As no human factor is associated with 

vote accumulation and tallying, there will be no extension for deceitful action. This will permit and 

encourage a quiet casting a ballot domain in the nation. 

 
VI. FUTURE WORK  

There is a tremendous extension for future work. Further changes can be acquainted with the 

framework. The framework could be mechanized with the goal that each time a paper has been embedded in 

the tally, it peruses naturally and builds the check to abstain from squeezing the catch each time a paper has 
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been embedded. And furthermore for stringent security reason, unique mark framework could be executed 

so the framework maintains a strategic distance from various checking by a similar individual. Also, by 

sending a system based EVM framework with the assistance of web convention may stay away from 

individuals to go to a separation to cast vote, rather they could give vote in the solace of their home utilizing 

the web access. 
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